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Real-time License Plate Recognition in
Overweight Vehicle Balance System
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Abstract: Recently, license plate recognition has been become
an attractive field in computer vision. Which consists some main
steps such as: data collection, plate detection, character
separation, character segmentation, characters recognition and
character series connection. Many state-of-the-art methods have
been proposed while almost these approaches utilize complex
algorithm. That spends a large time cost to obtain
competitive accuracy; and/or high equipment performance such
as CPU, GPU, cameras and so on. In addition, almost recent
methods have been not deployed and evaluated for an end-to-end
real application. Such system still has to face with many
challenges due to the time cost, accuracy of system, complex
background, light condition, motion blur and so on. In this paper,
we propose a new framework for deeply evaluate efficient of
license plate recognition system. Then a real application is
deployed in the overweight balance system. In this application, the
license plate recognition system is integrated as a middle step in
order to reduce not only labor but also automatic for an industrial
balance system.
Keywords: License Plate Recognition, Deep Learning,
Character Recognition, License Plate Detection, Number Plate
Detection, Optimize Tree.

overweight systems. In [20], authors used CNN in two steps in
LPR system as plate detection and character recognition.
Moreover, they utilized thresholds as pre-detection step of
plate, character separation. Although some license plate
dataset is published such as [3][16]. In [16] authors proposed
method to recognize license plate in Myanmar, [19]
recognized number license of Indian. Furthermore, it has not a
public license plate dataset of car/vehicle in Vietnam. That
has three main types as illustrated in Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c). In
this paper, a solution is proposed to integrate into an
overweight system. That obtains not only high accuracy but
also real-time license plate recognition system. In addition,
the system is deployed in normal PC (no GPU requirement) as
well as spends low time cost. The results must be tried to
compare with some state-of-the-art methods. Moreover, a
license plate dataset is also captured and published for
research community.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes our proposed approach. The experiments
and results are analyzed in Section III. Section IV concludes
this paper and recommends some future works.
II. PROPOSE METHOD

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, license plate recognition (LPR) has become
a great attention of researchers thanks to its potential
applications such as check in/out, car park, automatic ticket
vehicle control, traffic, automatic electronic balance. In many
last proposed methods, community researchers are
concentrated on counting car/vehicle [11][20] on the way,
identification [1] and tracking [12], and so on. Which are
sensitive with light condition, objects are immobile as well as
motion blur. Such methods have been proposed for LPR
recognition such as [2][3][4][19][20]. Corresponding with the
rapidly increasing in number of car/vehicle may be appeared
more and more over weight on the street. This lead to not only
require too labors in order to manual check and import license
at overweight station, but also reduce accident for workers.
There has been some previous researches about LPR
[13][14][15][19]. Moreover, some cases concentrated to
resolve separation steps (e.g. Plate detection [13], Character
spotting [14], Number recognition [18]). Which is difficult to
integrate into complete system, others is high computation
time cost to obtain high accuracy, or the proposed method
require high performance of pre-processing system [1][19]
(e.g. high quality camera, speed CPU/GPU,…), and others
cases are not suitable with some special constrains of

The main flow-work for license plate recognition from
RGB image consists of a series of the cascaded steps as shown
in Fig. 1. Given RGB images, license plate region are
detected, extracted, spotted digits and recognized. The steps
are presented in detail as the next sections following:
A. Collection and Pre-processing data
RGB images (I) are captured by the camera of IPhone 5
(640x480 pixels) as showed in Fig. 2. Distance between
camera to license plate of car about 1 meter. Plates are face to
face with camera. 1100 images of car/vehicle in Vietnam are
captured. That 1000 RGB images are manually labeled the
ground true and named LicenseCAR_EPU1 dataset. This
dataset is utilized to evaluate our propose method as showed
in the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 1. Additionally, 100
images are chosen to prepare the training data for the top part
of Fig. 1. The training data is manual segmented as presented
in Fig. 3 following. Firstly, given plate image (Fig. 3(a)),
RGB images of digits are cut out with different sizes (Fig.
3(b)). Then, they are converted to binary images resized to the
same size (25x50pixels). It is labeled as showed in Fig. 3(c).
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Fig. 1.Propose framework for license plate recognition
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Fig. 2.Setup capture environment

Fig. 5. Normalization for license plate types
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Fig. 3.Manual preparing data for trainning
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Fig. 4.License plate region detection

condition:

B. Detect license plate and spotting character region
Detect license plate region: Given an input image of
behind any car I ( x, y ) (Fig. 4(a)), a Laplace mask is applied
to detect edges of objects in image I ( I E ( x, y ) ) (Fig. 4(b)).
Then, connected arcwises in I E ( x, y ) are remained while
opened arcwises are removed out of I E ( x, y ) (Fig. 4(c)).
Next, candidate license plate regions ( I B ( x, y);(i  1  n) )
are created from connected arc-wises (Fig. 4(b,c)).
In license plate region consists three categories as showed
in Fig. 5: First type in Fig. 5(a) with background is white and
foreground is black. Second type as showed in Fig. 5(b) with
background is blue and foreground is black and at Fig. 5 (c),
background is red and foreground is black. Those types are
checked and converted into the same binary image as show in
Fig. 5(d), (e) and (f). Then, four heuristics are utilized to
choose license plate region exactly, such as: (1) Ratio
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( I j ) are then resized to the same dimension ( ( wxh ) =
25x50 pixels) as showed in Fig. 6 (c).

Fig. 6.Detect and separate digit regions
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this research, this network is used as feature extractor. The
dimension of output feature is taken at last layer of network

C. Character recognition
In this section, series of digit images I k (k  1  v)
D

with (v  m ) are then represented by three methods: All
pixels of a digit; feature extractor and using Convolutional
Newron Network as presented Sec. 2.3.1. Then, digits are
recognized as in Sec. 2.3.2. In the next section, optimization
tree is ultilized in order to recognize digits as showed detail in
Sec. 2.3.3.

and the feature size is presented by F
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( w  25; h  50) , all pixels of a digit image are utilized to
present feature vectors as showed in equation (2) following:
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Hand craft feature extraction: In this part, some
state-of-the-art descriptors are used to extract features of digit
images as: SIFT [7], SURF [8], HOG [9] and KDES [10]. By
using those corresponding descriptors, the number of most
important key points of a spotted digit image (Fig. 6. (c)) are
detected with F

(2)

 FSift ; F (3)  FSurf ; F (4)  FHOG and

F (5)  FKDES as presented in equations (3), (4), (5) and (6)

 FCNN as equation

(7) following:
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2) Digit classification
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The features F ;...; F in Sec. C. (1) are utilized as the
input of the SVM classifier [6]. That is utilized as input of
multi-class SVM classifier. The output of multi-class SVM
will be one number value among {0,1,2,…,9} and upper
character format {A,B,C,…,Z} which contains total 37
classes of digits. Furthermore, F(1) also is passed over others
classifier (KNN and Naïve Bayes). The results are presented
detail in Sec. III following.
3) Optimization tree
Firstly, numbers have difference features such as illustrated in
Fig. 8 following. Numbers: 0, 6, 9 and 8 contain circle hole
that inverse with 1, 2, 5, 7 (axis position of numbers). In
addition, hole and axes position are not the same together.
Seminar to upper character as showed in Fig. 8 (b). In this
paper, optimization tree is proposed to recognize not only for
ten numbers as Fig. 9 but also for upper character as Fig.10.

following:
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Deep learning feature extraction: Recently, deep
learning (CNN) has been widely used in computer vision in
various tasks such as feature extraction, recognition,
identification. E.g. deep neural networks for license plate
recognition [1][2][3][19][20]. In [619], although CNN
network is used to extract feature of both spatial and temporal
information but the whole video sequence are compacted into
three Depth maps. Therefore, input of this deep learning
network is a single image. In this paper, this network is firstly
employed to train parameters of model. This model is then
utilized to extract feature of digit images. This convolutional
neural network composes of 8 convolutional layers, 4 max
pooling and 2 fully connected layer followed by a soft-max
output layer. The architecture of designed network is
illustrated in Fig. 7 following:

Fig. 8.Features of Number and Upper Digits in License
Plate

Fig. 7.The CNN architecture for digit extractor.
The images I k ( w, h); k  (1  v) where w, h are width
D

Fig. 9.Optimization Tree of Number

and height of normalized digits. Which images are utilized as
inputs of this convolutional neuron network. The images will
be passed to CNN to extract consequence digit features. In
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and 74.09% for KDES-SVM and Raw data – KNN. While
accuracy of SIRF-SVM method is only 38.58% with NTD
equals 0. Furthermore, the license plate recognition of the
Raw data obtains higher then feature extractors in all cases.
B. Comparison of hand-craft feature representations
and deep learning feature

Fig. 10. Optimization Tree of Upper Character
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The proposed framework is warped by Matlab program and
Python program on a PC Core i6 4.2 GHz CPU, 8GB RAM.
We evaluate performance of the license plate recognition on
LicenseCAR_epu1 dataset. Four evaluations are considered
such as: (1) How is the better feature representation; (2)
Comparison of accuracy recognition rate between hand-craft
feature method, deep learning feature method and
Optimization method; (3) Compare time cost of strategies; (4)
Real application. The detail evaluations are presented as
following sub-sections:

Fig. 12. Evaluation with the different classifiers
Given the Fig. 9 that shows a comparison of recognition
accuracy of five various methods at four NTD values. It is
evident from the information provided that Optimization Tree
has by far the highest percentage in almost cases except at
NTD value equals 1. That Optimization Tree accuracy is
slightly lower CNN method at 95.56% and 96,09%
respectively. This evaluation illustrates that, the deep learning
method is not efficient at small training data over the period
show. In addition, the two highest hand-craft feature methods
(KDES-SVM and Raw data - KNN as show in Sec. III. A) are
far lower than CNN and Optimization Tree methods at NTD =
0. Also note worth is fact that Optimization Tree method is
more likely to deploy a real application.
C. Comparison of time cost
Table 1. Evaluate time cost on different methods
Time cost
Accuracy
Methods
(s)
(%)

A. Evaluation of plate recognition rate on different
feature representations

KDES - SVM
Raw data - SVM
Raw data - KNN
Raw data - Naïve bayes
Optimization Tree

Fig. 11.

Accuracy with the different feature
representations
In this evaluation, we test the accuracy rate of various hand
craft feature representation with SVM classifier.
LicenseCAR_epu1 dataset is used in this work. The accuracy
is evaluated at different NTD value (Number True Digit) of
each license plate (while each number plate may be has 7 to 9
digits). In this test, NTD is only considered from 0 (all digits
is true) to 4 (four digits are fail). A glance at the Fig. 8, it is
apparent that the KDES-SVM and Raw data – KNN obtain
the best percentage while SIRF-SVM is lowest accuracy in
overall. Look at the figure, the highest values stood at 69.88%
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3.56
5.55
4.84
3.21
1.86
6.71

69.88
50.78
74.09
59.07
90.58
87.51

CNN
A glance at the table provided reveals time cost average
and recognition accuracy of methods when all digits in a
license plate are detected and recognized during the period
shown. It could be seen from the Tab. 1 that the proposed
method obtains the best hand gesture recognition accuracy,
with the highest value at 90.58% on LicenseCARepu1 dataset
dataset and time cost for entire proposed recognition system
require the lowest value at 1.86 (sec). The remain methods
accounted by far with the highest time cost belongs CNN
method up to 6.71 sec and accuracy is 87.51%. The deep
learning method needs high CPU performance (or GPU card)
as well as a large training dataset. It is quite difficult to deploy
a real application.
D. Real application
Given best result of optimization
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tree method as presented in previous Sec. III, in this part, a
real application is deployed as showed in Fig. 13 following.
That integrates license plate recognition to manage in the
overweight vehicle balance system. The license plate
recognition result is taken exactly and automatically that is
become one field of data management. Four fields of database
(e.g. License plate, Name of Driver, Date and Time, Weight
Value) are connected directly with SQL server. While license
plate recognition system is return result after controller push
into “Capture Data” button and then “License Plate
Recognition” button. Weight value is automatically send from
sensors to processing equipment and then transfer to PC
through RS232 cable. When all four fields of data are
inserted, “Add Violate Vehicle” button is enable. In addition,
statistic function could be also implemented for any fields of
this data by “Statistic Function” button of software.

Fig. 13. Interface of License Plate Recognition
Integration Aplication
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an approach for entire license plate
recognition system that has integrated into a real overweight
vehicle balance application. This paper has deeply
investigated the results of with some state-of-the-art methods
such as combination between feature extractors (SIRF,
SURF, KDES, HOG and CNN) and classifiers (SVM, KNN,
Naïve Bayes). Experiments were conducted on our captured
dataset. The evaluations lead to some following conclusions:
i) Concerning optimization tree issue, the proposed method
has obtained highest performance. It is simple approach and
obtains real-time system. So one of recommendation is to
combine between features of characters as well as create
larger training dataset to obtain the higher accuracy of license
plate recognition; ii) The proposed method has only
experimented on Vietnam vehicle that has been not tested on
other published datasets.
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